Composite Analysis Instructions
Last revised 6.10.2005

This document covers how to 1) create station composite analysis spreadsheets
for various data types (i.e., MeanT, Precip, etc.), 2) compute historical station
composites analyses based on El Niño/La Niña, 3) apply risk analysis
techniques, and 4) produce a current composite analysis forecast based on El
Niño/La Niña.
This exercise uses Microsoft Excel as the platform for analysis. Excel is used for
training purposes to provide a more detailed explanation of the process and
methodology employed. The statistical software SPLUS will be utilized
operationally and for developmental composite analysis at the local office.
Although SPLUS streamlines the process through a graphical user interface for
data input and statistical analyses, the methodology will not be evident to the
user. It is important to develop skill in the composite analysis methodology
through Excel first.
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Assumptions
This document assumes the use of Microsoft Excel 2000 or beyond (refer to
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/csd/pds/pcu2/res/students/primerExcel.htm ).
A basic understanding of statistics (probabilities, distribution tails, statistical
significance) is assumed (refer to
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/csd/pds/pcu2/res/students/primerStat.html ).
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Data Files and Templates
The following data files are provided at __________________:
Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc_template.xls
oni.xls
Alternatively, the ONI data (numerical data only, no episode text) is available at:
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ens
oyears.shtml
The CPC Niño 3.4 consolidated SST forecast is available at:
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/ENSO/sstcon34.txt

Definitions
Category – refers to either above, near, or below normal for a specific climate
variable
CPC consolidated Niño 3.4 SST forecast – SST in the Niño 3.4 region for 13-3
month leads (JFM, FMA, MAM, etc.).
Composite analysis– is a sampling technique based on the conditional
probability of a certain event occurring (e.g., El Niño or La Niña)
Conditional probability – is the probability that a given event will occur if it is
certain another even has taken place or will take place. It is based on the
Probability Distribution Function (PDF) representing only situations satisfying a
certain condition (like the existence of a strong El Niño).
Niño 3.4 region – located in the Pacific Ocean between 5°N and 5°S and 120°
and 170°W; see:
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/nino_regio
ns.html
Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) – the SST departure from the average SST in the
Nino 3.4 region. ONI is based on a 3-month running mean and homogeneous
historical SST analyses (1905-1998). ONI utilizes the NOAA operational
definition of El Niño and La Niña:
El Niño
Tdep ≥ +0.5 ºC
La Niña
Tdep ≤ -0.5 ºC
Neutral
-0.5 ºC < Tdep < +0.5 ºC
Terciles – the division of data into 3 equal parts and referred to as above, near,
or below.
Statistical Glossary - http://meted.ucar.edu/climate/climanom/glossary.htm#n
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Section 1: Climatological Data

Last revised 6.8.2005

Retrieving Climatological Data
1. Download the data set from xmACIS. Go to: http://xmacis.rcc-acis.org or for
a specific Weather Forecast Office (WFO) add '/XXX' where XXX is the 3 letter
station identifier, for example: http://xmacis.rcc-acis.org/OKX
2. Select area of interest. Fig. 1.1 shows the WFO list to choose from.

Fig. 1.1 xmACIS showing the "Area of Interest" list of WFOs.
3. Select Routine. Select "Monthly Avgs/Totals" as the routine (Fig. 1.2).
4. Select the climate variable and period of interest. Fig. 1.3 shows the
different climate variables to select. You should select the variable "Avg
Temperature".
The start and end year are defined by the user (Fig. 1.4).
Enter:
Start Year (1950)
End Year (current year)
5. Submit the request.
6. Data display. Data requested for a station will display on right side of display
(Fig.1.5). Note: check the years of the data that are displayed. Some station's data may
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not be available starting in 1950. So when copying the data into a spreadsheet, in later
steps, make sure you copy the data into the correct location (correct starting year).

Fig. 1.2. xmACIS showing the list of routine choices.

Fig. 1.3 xmACIS showing the variable selected and selection choices.
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Fig. 1.4 xmACIS showing the variable selected and "Start and End Year" input areas.

Fig. 1.5. xmACIS showing the results for BGM Monthly Totals/Averages for Avg
Temperature from 1950-2004. Note: BGM's data begins in 1951 not 1950.
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Moving the Data to the Station Spreadsheet
1. Set up an Excel spreadsheet.
a. Open a new Excel spreadsheet.
b. Save this spreadsheet as Data_XXX.xls, where XXX is a three letter
identifier for the station you are investigating (Use "File…Save As" in the
menu).
c. Right mouse click on the Sheet 1 tab at the bottom and select "Rename"
from the pop up menu. Name the tab for the data that will be copied into this
sheet (e.g., MNTN [Mean Monthly Temperature] the four letter climate
variable abbreviation assigned by NCDC).
2. Copying the data into the spreadsheet.
Copy the data, 1950-present, (Control-C) including column headings from
xmACIS. Paste (Control-V) it all into the page you named in the previous step
in cell A1. Note: check the years of the data that are displayed. Some
station's data may not be available starting in 1950. So when copying the data
into a spreadsheet, in later steps, make sure you copy the data into the
correct location. For example, if the data starts with 1951 data, copy the data
into the correct starting year, 1951 not 1950. Additionally, instructions below
assume starting with 1950 data. If your data starts with a different year, adjust
instructions accordingly.
3. Formatting the data.
a. From the Data menu, click on "Text to Columns…", this arranges the
spreadsheet data into columns. Use the default values and click "Next " twice
and then "Finish". This will redo the spreadsheet with each data column in a
separate column in your spreadsheet.
b. Save your work and save often.
c. Delete* the Annual column. When you are done, you should have the Year,
Jan, Feb, Mar, etc. in consecutive columns in the spreadsheet.
*To delete unneeded columns, left -click on the letter above the column,
which will highlight that column. Hold down the Control key to highlight
additional columns to be deleted. When you have several highlighted, rightclick in one of the highlighted blue areas and select "Delete" from the popup
menu. If you accidentally delete a column you didn’t intend, from the Edit
menu select "Undo" to restore the lost data. Continue to delete columns until
you have deleted all the unnecessary columns after the Year column.
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Creating the Composite Analysis Spreadsheet:
4. Setup the composite analysis spreadsheet.
Template is available at:
a. Open the template, Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc_template.xls. Save
this spreadsheet as Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls, where XXX is a
three letter identifier for the station you are investigating, MMM is the 3 letters
of the month the forecast is issued, YYYY is the year, and cccc is the four
letter climate variable abbreviation assigned by NCDC (alternatively, a four
letter identifier you create).
b. Open up the three month period composite analysis sheet (e.g., JFM) that
you wish to examine. This spreadsheet contains 13 labeled sheets (JFM,
FMA, MAM, AMJ, MJJ, JJA, JAS, ASO, SON, OND, NDJ, DJF, JFM).The
three letter identifier represents a 3-month period (e.g., JFM for JanuaryFebruary-March). Rename the tab with the correct cccc identifier, in this
example, MNTN, so the tab name should now be JJA MNTN.
You should now have two spreadsheets open – the one with the xmACIS
data correctly formatted in it (station data spreadsheet) and the appropriate
station and variable composite analysis spreadsheet with the three month
sheet (composite analysis spreadsheet) for the period you want to
investigate.
5. Copying station data to composite analysis spreadsheet.
See Fig. 1.6 for what the Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls will look like.
a. In Data_XXX.xls, click on the data set tab you will copy (e.g., MNTN). Copy
the Year column starting with 1950 (left mouse click to highlight the Year
column, then, right click to bring up the menu. Select "copy". Your selection
will have dashed lines around it and be shaded blue.
b. Paste the Year column into Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls in cell
A2.
b. Place the cursor in Column E in the last cell with a value. Grab the lower
right corner and pull down to the present year. This transfers the formulas
used for the 3-month mean.
c. Place the cursor in cell B56. Grab the lower right corner and pull down to
the present year. This transfers the formatting. Repeat for cell C56 and D56.
d. In Data_XXX.xls. Copy the portion of the data table from the station
spreadsheet for the three month period you are looking at from 1950-present.
(Highlight the data from 1950-present for the three months you wish to
examine using the left mouse button, then right click to bring up the menu.
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Select "copy". Your selection will have dashed lines around it and be shaded
blue.
e. Paste the data into Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls in the
appropriate 3-month sheet in cell B2 (to the right of the year column). We will
now be working solely in this newly named compositing spreadsheet.
f. All values are in red. LEAVE THEM THIS WAY! The cells are formatted
and will change as you complete the rest of the instructions.
6. Calculate a 3-month weighted average of the climate variable.
Note: In the template, this is already formatted! For Leap Year, see the
note below.
a. For each year, the 3-month weighted average should be calculated as
follows:
= [(Month 1 x number of days) + (Month 2 x number of days) + (Month 3 x number of days)]
total number of days in the 3 month period

(1)

b. In Excel the formula is shown below for the 3-month weighted average for
1950 in cell E2 (from = ). Only do this if you are creating the spreadsheet from
scratch.
Excel 3 month weighted average = ((B2*nd)+(C2*nd)+(D2*nd))/total nd

(2)

where “nd” is the number of days for that month.
Note: For February, use nd=28, but during a leap year use nd=29. This
needs to be changed manually for leap years.
7. Add Oceanic Nino Index (ONI) data.
See Fig.1. 6 for what the Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls will look like.
The ONI data is the 3-month temperature with an event episode, El Niño,
Neutral, La Niña, as defined by NOAA's definition of El Niño/La Niña.
a. Open ONI.xls
i. On the ONI tab, copy the data for the 3-month period from 1950 to
present into cell F2.
ii. On the ONI_word tab, copy the event descriptors for the 3-month period
from 1950 to present into cell G2.
b. Columns F and G should be formatted based on the NOAA operational
definition of El Niño and La Niña. You may need to format only additional
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years that were added what is included on the template. To format any
additional cells, follow these steps to format
i. Select column F (ONI data).
ii. From the Format menu, select Conditional Formatting.
iii. For condition 1: cell value is ≤ -0.5 and format Blue
For condition 2: cell value is ≥ +0.5 and format Red
iv. Select column G (Episode).
v. From the Format menu, select Conditional Formatting.
vi. For condition 1: cell value is La Niña and format Blue
For condition 2: cell value is El Niño and format Red
Table 1. NOAA operational definition of El Niño and La Niña based on sea
surface temperature (SST) departures in the Niño 3.4 region.
NOAA operational definition of El Niño and La Niña
El Niño
La Niña
Neutral

SST dep ≥ +0.5°C
SSTdep ≤ -0.5°C
-0.5°C < SSTdep < +0.5°C
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Fig. 1.6. Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls showing the 3-month, ONI
data, and episode.
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Section 2: Compute Historical Composite
Analysis
Last revised 6.10.2005
Creating the Tercile Information
See Fig. 2.6 for what the Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls will look like.
1.
Copy data from 1971-2000.
a. First, copy the years (1971-2000). To do this, highlight cell A23 and drag
the cursor to 2000 year cell (cell A52). With the years 1971-2000 highlighted,
right click on the highlighted area and select copy from the pop-up menu.
Move the cursor to cell I5, right click in cell I5 and select paste from the popup menu.
b. Copy the data from 1971-2000. Left click on cell B23 and highlight all the
data (each month and the 3-month) to present year cell. Right click and
choose “copy”.
c. Remove colored formatting. In column J, highlight cells I5 to I34. From
the “Format” menu, select “Conditional Formatting”. Click "Delete". Check
Condition 1 and Condition 2. Click "OK". Click "OK", again. Repeat this for
column K, cells K5 to K34; column L, cells L5 to L34; and column M, cells M5
to M34.

2.

Determine the tercile break points.
a. Highlight the break points for each month and 3-month average. The
tercile information we are looking for are the average of the 10th and 11th slots
(lower tercile) and of the 20th and 21st slots (upper tercile). The slot position
values are located in column N.
Check if for any missing data. If no data are missing proceed. Otherwise, if
there are missing data, see Table 1 in the Missing Data box below to
determine the slots to average to establish the terciles.
i. Highlight the cells from I5 though cell M34.
ii. Click on the “Data” menu and select “Sort…”.
iii. In the dialogue box that pops up, make sure “No header row” and
"Ascending" are selected. Then choose what column to Sort by, choose
column J and click “OK”.
iv. Select cells J14 and J15 (the 10th and 11th slots). Right click on these
highlighted cells, and select “format cells”. Click on "Font" tab, under "Font
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Style" select Bold and under “Color” select the dark blue color. Click “OK”.
Those two cells should change color to dark blue.
v. Select cells J24 and J25 (the 20th and 21st slots). Right click on these
highlighted cells, and select “format cells”. Click on "Font" tab, under "Font
Style" select Bold and under “Color” select the red color. Click “OK”.
Those two cells should change color to red.
vi. Reselect the entire tercile table from I5 through M34. Select Data…Sort
and sort using column K. Make sure the “No header row” and "Ascending"
is selected. Select cells K14 and K15 and color these values blue. Select
K24 and K25 and color these values red.
vii. Reselect the entire tercile table from I5 through M34. Select
"Data…Sort" and sort using column L. Make sure the “No header row” and
"Ascending" is selected. Select cells L14 and L15 and color these values
blue. Select L24 and L25 and color these values red.
viii. Reselect the entire tercile table from I5 through M34. Select
"Data…Sort" and sort using column M. Make sure the “No header row”
and "Ascending" is selected. Select cells M14 and M15 and color these
values blue. Select M24 and M25 and color these values red.
ix. Reselect the entire tercile table from I5 through M34. Select
"Data…Sort" and sort using column I to place this table back in its original
order. Make sure the “No header row” is selected.
b. Calculate the divisions between lower, middle and upper terciles.
i. Select cell J2 and place the average between the two blue values
located in this column. This is the lower tercile boundary. Use the true
average of the two values including any ‘halves’ – do not round.
ii. Select cell J3 and place the average between the two red values in
that column.
iii. Do the same for K2 and K3, L2 and L3, and M2 and M3 using the
same technique (results shown in Fig. 2.6).
Missing Data
When there are no missing data, the data are sorted for each month and 3-month
season in ascending order. Then the 10th and 11th slots for the lower tercile value
and 20th and 21st slot for the upper tercile value are averaged respectively. With
missing data, the slots that are averaged change.
Some data, especially for the most recent year, may show up as -99999. If you
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have access to these data, via a regional climate center or xmACIS, you will want
to replace the missing data with actual values if available.
What to do for missing data?
After copying your data into the tercile table (1971-2000), sort each month
column, as normal, into ascending order. The missing data will appear at the
bottom of this sort (as -9999, ####, M, or however you indicate the missing
data). These data will not be used.
Table 1 shows the slots to average to determine the lower and upper tercile
values with missing data. In some cases, you use one slot value as the tercile
value, instead of averaging two. For example, with only 29 years of data, you will
use slot 10 as the lower tercile value and slot 20 for the upper. If you have less
than 21 years of data, DO NOT perform composite analysis for that season,
as this is not enough data to make the composite analysis reliable.
Table 1. Determining the upper and lower terciles with missing data.
Years of Available
Data
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Slot Positions to
Average

Slot Positions to
Average

for Lower Tercile

for Upper Tercile

7
7
8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10

8
8
8
9
9
9
10
10
10
11

14
15
16
16
17
18
18
19
20
20

15
16
16
17
18
18
19
20
20
21

Courtesy of Paul Hamilton, CWSU Freemont (formerly NWS Western Region HQ, Hydrology and Climate
Services Division)

c. Tercile break points highlighted.
Note: In the template, this is already formatted!
i. The data table from 1950-present (cell B2-E55 or so) will now show
values in the lower tercile colored blue, the middle tercile colored black,
and the upper tercile colored red. This is done using conditional formatting
which are built into this spreadsheet.
To manually set the conditional formatting, select the data to be formatted
(cell B2-present year cell), then from the "Format" menu, select
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"Conditional formatting". Set the conditions and formatting as follows in
Table 2:
Table 2. Conditional formatting information to manually format data 1950present.
Condition 1
Format
Condition 2
Format
Month1 (cell ≤ cell J2
Blue, bold
Red, bold
≥ cell J3
B2-present year
cell)

Month2 (cell
C2-present
year cell)

Month3 (cell
D2-present
year cell)

MMM (cell
E2-present year
cell)

≤ cell K2

Blue, bold

≥ cell K3

Red, bold

≤ cell L2

Blue, bold

≥ cell L3

Red, bold

≤ cell M2

Blue, bold

≥ cell M3

Red, bold
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Fig. 2.6. Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls showing the tercile information.

Interrogating the Data
3.

Sort the 1950-present table by episode.
a. Highlight from cell A2 through G54 (or most current year). On the "Data"
menu click "Sort". Click the “No header row” option and sort by column G.
Click “OK” and the data will sort by episode. (Fig. 2.7)
b. Highlight the El Niño events.
i. Count the number of El Niño events in the below (blue), normal (black),
and above normal (red) categories for each separate month and for the
three month season. For example, in April for El Niño there are 3 below, 6
neutral, and 5 above.
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ii. Write these numbers in the appropriate cells J38 to M40 (Fig. 2.8, blue
boxed area). The total event column will automatically fill in as you enter
data into the table.
iii. Make sure that the total number of events for each El Niño/Neutral/La
Niña episode is the same for each month and 3-month season.
Tip: An easy way to count the number of occurrences is to use the left
mouse button and highlight the first cell to be counted (e.g., all the below
normal events). Continue holding down the mouse button as you drag the
cursor to the last cell of those events. Above column A at the top of the
spreadsheet, you will see a white box with something like 5R x 1C. The 5 in
this case means that you have highlighted 5 below normal events. This
technique will be VERY useful when you are computing neutral cases which
have over 30 events possible.
c. Highlight the La Niña events.
i. Count the number of La Niña events in the below (blue), normal (black),
and above normal (red) categories for each separate month and for the
three month season. For example, in April for La Niña there are 9 below,
2, near, and 6 above.
ii. Write these numbers in the appropriate cells J43 to M45 (Fig. 2.8). The
total event column will automatically fill in as you enter data into the table.
iii. Make sure that the total number of events for each El Niño/Neutral/La
Niña episode is the same for each month and 3-month season.
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Fig. 2.7. Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls showing the data sorted by
episode.
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Fig. 2.8 The Station Composites table is shown highlighted by the orange box.
For each event, El Niño, La Niña, Neutral, the number of events categorized by
Below, Near, or Above normal are shown for each month and 3-month period
with the total number of events.
d. Highlight the Neutral events.
i. Count the number of Neutral events in the below (blue), normal (black),
and above normal (red) categories for each separate month and for the 3month season. For example, in April for Neutral, there are 7 below, 6 near,
and 10 above.
ii. Write these numbers in the appropriate cells J48 to M50 (Fig. 2.8). The
total event column will automatically fill in as you enter data into the table.
iii. Make sure that the total number of events for each episode is the same
for each month and 3-month season.
After completing steps 8b-d, you should have three 4x3 tables with
numbers completed in the station composite table at this point (Fig. 2.8,
orange square area).
e. Station Composite Analysis Probabilities. As you complete the steps
above, you will see the table beginning at cell O38 automatically filling in (Fig.
2.9). These values represent the raw percentage for each event, e.g.,
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0.357143 means during AMJ 35.7143% of the years during an El Niño have
below normal temperatures.
Cell T38-V40 converts the station composite analysis probabilities to percent
and cell Y38-AA40 rounds off the percent.

Fig. 2.9. Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls showing the 3-month season
raw probabilities of having below, near, above normal temperatures during an
El Niño, Neutral, and La Niña based on historical composite analysis.
f. Re-sort the 1950-present data table from cell A2 through G54 based on
column A to restore it to chronological order. From the "Data" menu, select
"Sort". Make sure "no header row" is selected, and then select column A to
sort by.
g. Save the spreadsheets. You have completed the historical composite
analysis for that climate variable for that station. Continue to complete more
climate variables for this station, and for all your composite analysis stations.
h. Calculate the mean 3-month value of the climate variable.
i. In column E, under the last value, type:
=Average(E2:Ex)
where x is the number of the last cell with a 3-month average value.
ii. Format the mean average temperature. Highlight the mean average
temperature. Right mouse click on the cell. Select “Format Cells”. Go to
“Number Tab”. Under “Category” select ”Number" and decimal of 1 place.
Click "OK".
iii. In the cell next to this, type "3-month average Temperature".
iv. Create a graphic for the historical composite analysis. In the template
this is already formatted. You will need to edit the chart title and add the mean
of the climate variable. Go to section 6 for detailed instructions on how to
create a graphic manually.
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Section 3: Trend Adjustment

Last revised 6.10.2005

Trend Adjustment is not included here, but will be part of the operational
procedure included in the algorithms being developed. There is no additional
work on the part of the local office.
Trend adjustment is performed to correct the climate variable deviating from the
expected trend. When there is an equal distribution of events among the 3
categories, above, near and below, the trend does not need to be adjusted.
However, if there are more colder or neutral years than expected during a
relatively warm period, the trend needs to be adjusted to reflect the actual
observations. The trend adjustment is based on the previous 10 years of data,
and if the deviation from the trend is statistically, then the trend adjustment is
applied using a least squares fit method.
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Section 4: Risk Analysis (Statistical Significance)
Last revised 6.10.2005

This section will assist you in understanding the risk analysis methodology and
provide guidance on creating a formatted Excel spreadsheet from scratch.
Risk Analysis Background/Methodology
Risk analysis assesses whether the composite forecast is statistically significant.
A hypergeometric distribution is used as a proxy to describe the probability
distribution between all possible outcomes of a category within El Niño or La
Niña years. A hypergeometric distribution is used in sampling without
replacement from a finite population (each observation is either a success or a
failure) and returns a probability that describes the probability of all possible
outcomes.
The Microsoft Excel function, HYPGEOMDIST, will be used. This function is
based on the following equation:
⎛ M ⎞⎛ N − M ⎞
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟⎜⎜
⎟
x ⎠⎝ n − x ⎟⎠
⎝
P(X=x)=h(x,n,M,N) =
⎛N⎞
⎜⎜ ⎟⎟
⎝n⎠

(1)

From Microsoft Excel 2002 Help, HYPGEOMDIST
where:
Table 4.1 Explanation of hypergeometric variables
Variable
Description
(Excel variable)
x (sample_s)

the number of successes
in the sample = the #
above, near, or below for
El Niño, Neutral, or La
Niña

n (number_sample)

the size of the sample =
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Example:
For Above La Niña-see
Fig. 4.1 & 4.2
For Above La Niña, x=3
(there were 3 Above La
Niña events counted in
the dataset). This is used
to determine that
statistical significance. If
the # of events falls
within either the upper or
lower tail of the
hypergeometric
distribution, then it is
statistically significant.
n = 17

M (population_s)

N (number_population)

# of El Niño, Neutral, or
La Niña
the number of
successes in the
population = total #
above, near, or below
for El Niño, Neutral and
La Niña
the population size = total
# El Niño, Neutral, La
Niña events

total number of La Niña
events
M = 20
sum of number of above
events for La Niña,
Neutral, and El Niño
N = 54
total # of events

and:
=HYPGEOMDIST (x,n,M,N)
with x, n, M, N corresponding to the appropriate cells in the spreadsheet (Fig. 4.2).
The value returned will be a probability (decimal). There are some instances
where #NUM! error value will appear, these include:
If x<0 or x>the lesser of N or M,
If x< the larger of 0 or (n-N+M),
If n<0 or n>N,
If M<0 or M>N, or
If N<0
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Fig. 4.1 For the Above La Niña case, the green pentagon represents # of events,
the blue arrow is # of all La Niña cases – n, the sum of the pink squares
represents M, and the sum of the black circles represents the total # of cases N.
These values then populate the corresponding location in the Risk Analysis table
shown in Fig. 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 The Risk Analysis Table shows each event (e.g., Above La Niña) and
the associated value of the values used for calculations in the hypergeometric
distribution.
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Risk Analysis Procedure/Instructions
Using the Template
Using the Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls spreadsheet, the risk analysis
will automatically fill in after section 2: Compute Historical Composites Analysis is
completed, BUT you must check some parts of the setup manually. (skip to
Note 2 below if using the template)
Setting up a Template from Scratch
Note 1: The instructions below must be performed in the stated cells in the
Excel worksheet.
a. Set up the "Risk Analysis Table" exactly (your cells should look the same)
as shown in Fig. 4.3. This table will contain the variables needed to calculate the
probabilities to determine whether the category and event is statistically
significant from equation 1. Format each cell from the information in Fig. 4.1, in
the Station Composite section. Table 2 provides the information that needs to be
input into the corresponding cells shown in Fig. 4.3 in the spreadsheet you are
creating from scratch.

Fig. 4.3 Risk Analysis Table set up
Table 2. Formatting information for Fig. 4.3
n
x
M
N

J
Above La Nina
=M46
=M45
=M40+M45+M50
=M41+M46+M51

K
Above Neutral
=M51
=M50
=M40+M45+M50
=M41+M46+M51

L
Above El Nino
=M41
=M40
=M40+M45+M50
=M41+M46+M51

M
Below La Nina
=M46
=M43
=M38+M43+M48
=M41+M46+M51

N
Below Neutral
=M51
=M48
=M38+M43+M48
=M41+M46+M51

O
Below El Nino
=M41
=M38
=M38+M43+M48
=M41+M46+M51

b. Setup a table exactly (your cells should look the same) as in Fig. 4.4. for
each: Above La Niña, Above Neutral, Above El Niño, Below La Niña, Below
Neutral, and Below El Niño.

Fig. 4.4 Risk analysis table before formatting for the Above La Niña
outcome only.
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c. Manual formatting instructions for P(x), Sum P(x), and 1- Sum P(x).
For the parameters: P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x), each cell must be
formatted with the correct formula to calculate each parameter.
The following Table 3 shows the equations to format the outcome=0 cells to
calculate P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x). Only outcome =0, 1, 2 or shown, but
this would continue in the spreadsheet until the outcome number = n, following
this format. Use this as a guide for the others (above neutral, above El Niño,
below La Niña, below neutral, and below El Niño).
Table 3 Formatting guide to calculate P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x)
Outcome
P(x)

Sum P(x)
1 – Sum
P(x)

0
In cell J63, type:
=HYPGEOMDIST(J62,J55,J57
,J58)
where J62 = x, J55 = n, J57 =
M, J58 = N
In cell J64, type:
=J63
In cell J65, type:
=1

1
In cell K63, type:
=HYPGEOMDIST(K62,J55,J57,J5
8)

2
In cell K64, type:
=HYPGEOMDIST(L63, J55,
J57, J58)

In cell K64, type:
=J64+K63
In cell K65, type:
=1-J64

In cell L64, type:
= K64+L63
In cell L65, type:
=1-K64

Note 2: The Outcome number will vary for each (Above La Niña, Above Neutral,
etc.) depending on the n value. The outcome number is the number of possible
outcomes of a specific event (e.g., Above La Niña), which ranges from 0 to n. For
Above La Niña, the number of possible outcomes ranges from 0 to 17, since 17
Above La Niña events were counted from the dataset. You should have 0…17 in
the Outcome row (see Fig. 4.5 – note the figure is cut off before outcome =17).
On the template, this has been done, BUT depending on the value of n you may
need to add additional formatted cells. This must be determined and entered
manually. This only needs to be completed if outcome is greater than 25.

c. Format information for Fig. 4.4:
If n>25, continue with the information below; otherwise go the next step (d).
For the parameters: Num, P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x), each cell must be
formatted with the correct formula to calculate each parameter.
The following Table 4 shows the equations to format the outcome=0 cells to
calculate P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x). Only outcome =0, 1, 2 or shown, but
this would continue in the spreadsheet until the outcome number = n, following
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this format. Use this as a guide for the others (above neutral, above El Niño,
below La Niña, below neutral, and below El Niño if n>25).
Table 4. Formatting guide to calculate P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x)
Outcome
P(x)

Sum P(x)
1 – Sum
P(x)

26
In cell AJ63, type:
=HYPGEOMDIST(AJ62,J55,J
57,J58)
where AJ62 = x, J55 = n, J57
= M, J58 = N
In cell AJ64, type:
=AJ63 + AI64
In cell AJ65, type:
=1 - AI64

27
etc.
In cell AK63, type:
=HYPGEOMDIST(AK62,J55,J57,J
58)
In cell AK64, type:
= AK63 + AJ64
In cell AK65, type:
=1 - AJ64

d. Format the upper and lower tails of the hypergeometric distribution. This
must be done manually for the hypergeometric distributions values.
i. Format the following: P(x), Sum P(x), and 1 – Sum P(x) for each Above La
Niña, Above Neutral, Above El Niño, Below La Niña, Below Neutral, Below El
Niño using the instructions in Table 5. Information is also provided about what
each of these values represents. The results can be seen in Fig. 4.5.
Table 5. Color formatting instructions for P(x) and distribution tails
What to format
How to format
What the formatted values represent
**P(x) = x
Black bold and represents the value that must be
underline
compared against the tails of the
distribution to determine statistical
significance
represents the left tail of the distribution
Blue bold
Sum P(x) ≤ 0.10
represents the right tail of the
1 – Sum P(x) ≤ 0.10 Red bold
distribution
**See Fig. 4.2 or 4.3 to see how to locate the x value.
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Fig. 4.5 Risk Analysis data showing the probability P(x) for each outcome. Blue
(red) values represent the left (right) tail of the distribution, and the bold
underlined value is the probability for the outcome to be compared to the left and
right tails to determine statistical significance.

The probability distribution for the above temperature category during La Niña is
shown in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7. Figure 4.6 shows the left tail of the distribution in blue
and Fig. 4.7 shows the right tail of the distribution in red. Both tails indicate a
statistical significance level of 10% (90% confidence).
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Fig. 4.6. The probability distribution for all possible outcomes for the above temperature
category during La Niña. The right tail of the distribution is shown in blue. The pink arrow
points to P(x)=3 (this is the number of actual observed above temperature events during
La Niña) and is within the right tail, so this is statistically significant.

Fig. 4.7. The probability distribution for all possible outcomes for the above temperature
category during La Niña. The left tail of the distribution is shown in red.
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ii. Determining Statistical Significance
A 10% statistical significance level will be used (this is the same as a 90%
confidence interval). The values formatted in blue and red represent the 10%
lower (blue) and upper (red) "tails" of the probability distribution function (bell
curve) and define the values for "significance". The statistical significance needs
to be manually assessed, this is not automated.
Determining Statistical Significance Test
Is the black bold value in the spreadsheet within the upper (red) or lower (blue)
tail?
If Yes, then it is statistically significant!
If No, then it is NOT statistically significant.
For example, in Fig. 4.5, for Above La Niña, x=3 and the bold value, P(x) =
0.033653, falls within the blue values, 0 – 0.042. Therefore, if the black, bold
value is within the tail (either within the red or blue values), the historical
composite analysis is statistically significant to the 10% (p = 0.10) level.
If any of the risk analysis values (above La Niña, above Neutral, above El Niño,
below La Niña, below Neutral, below El Niño) show statistical significance, then
proceed to making the composite analysis forecast.
If none of the risk analysis values (above La Niña, above Neutral, above El Niño,
below La Niña, below Neutral, below El Niño) does not show statistical
significance, then no forecast is made and instead climatology will be provided.

e. Indicate statistical significance on the historical composite analysis
graphic. Statistical significance is indicated in Fig. 4.8 by the bold line around the
bar corresponding to the above temperature category during La Niña. Section 6
provides more instructions on how to make a bold line around a temperature bar.
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Fig. 4.8. Historical composite analysis with statistical significance indicated by
heavy black line around above La Niña.
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Section 5: Composite analysis forecast

Last revised 6.10.2005

The Composite Analysis Forecast
1.

Make the composite analysis forecast.
a. Copy the 3-month period CPC Forecast (consolidated forecast for Niño
3.4 SST) from
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/ENSO/sstcon34.txt
into cell P45 to R45 (Fig. 2.10).
b. Make the forecast. This is already formatted in the template, below is
an explanation of how the forecast is calculated.
If using the template, the forecast will automatically fill-in cell P48 to R48 as
previous steps are completed (Fig. 5.1).
For the 3-month period, the equations to compute the forecast probabilities
are as follows:

station

P

above

P

near

P

below

station

station

= Pabove / ElNino * Pabove + Pabove / Neutral * Pnear
station

Nino 3.4

=

P

near / ElNino

=

P

below / ElNino

station

station

Nino 3.4

* Pabove + Pnear / Neutral * Pnear

station

Nino 3.4

station

Nino 3.4

* Pabove + Pbelow / Neutral * P near
Nino 3.4

station

+ P above / LaNina * Pbelow
station

Nino 3.4

+ Pnear / LaNina * Pbelow

Nino 3.4

station

Nino 3.4

+ Pbelow / LaNina * Pbelow
station

Nino 3.4

(1)

(2)

(3)

This translates into the following: the above composite analysis forecast (Pabove)
is calculated by taking "the probability to be in the above normal category given
El Niño" x the "forecast probability of Niño 3.4 in the above category" + the
"probability to be in the above normal category given Neutral" x the "forecast
probability of Niño 3.4 in the near normal category" + the "probability to be in
the above normal category given La Niña" x the "forecast probability of Niño 3.4
in the below normal category", or

Pabove = (0.5 x 0.176) + (0.435 x 0.806) + (0.176 x 0.017)
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Equation (4) uses data from Fig. 2.9 in section2 cells O40 to Q40 and Fig. 5.1
cells P45 to R45.
Similarly, for Pnear and Pbelow:
Pnear = (0.143 x 0.176) + (0.217 x 0.806) + (0.412 x 0.017)

(5)

Pbelow = (0.357 x 0.176) + (0.348 x 0.806) + (0.412 x 0.017)

(6)

The above forecast needs to be completed for each 3-month period (13 leads).
Note: Cells P50 to R50 convert the raw forecast to percent and cells P52 to
R52 round of the percent to 1 decimal place.

EC = Equal chance = 33%
Figure 5.1. Composite_XXX_MMMYYYY_cccc.xls showing the composite
analysis forecast.
Note: Equal changes is 33% for each category (below, near, above).
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Section 6: Creating Composite Analysis Products
Last revised 6.10.2005

Creating Graphical Products
Two graphical products will be produced, a Historical Composite Analysis and a
Composite Analysis Forecast, for each 3-month period. The exact product
presentation has not been fully developed yet. The final operational design
may be different.
1. Historical Composite Analysis Graphic (Fig. 6.1).
Note: In the template, this is already formatted!
You must edit the chart title and add the mean of the climate variable.
Creating a historical composite analysis graphic manually:
a. Select cells Y37 to AA40 and click on the chart wizard icon.
b. Select "Column" as the type of chart. Click "Next".
c. On the "Data Range" tab, under "Series In" select "rows". Click "Next".
d. On the "Title" tab, type a label for the x and y axes and type a descriptive chart
title. On the "Data Table" tab, check "show data table". Click "Next
e. Select "Save as an object in". Click "Finish".
f. Change/modify the chart as needed.
g. Add the EC line to the chart (EC is equal chances = 33%).
h. Add a text box below the chart and add the mean climate parameter value for
the 3-month period.
Indicating Statistical Significance on the Historical Composite Analysis
graphic (Fig. 6.1)
Statistical significance can be shown on a historical composite analysis graphic.
In Fig. 6.1, statistical significance is indicated by a bold outline around the bar on
the graph for Above La Nina.
To create a bold line around a bar:
From the Risk Analysis section, is any of the data statistically significant?
Yes, continue with instructions below to place a bold line around the
appropriate bar for the event in the figure you created.
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No, stop you are finished with this chart.
1. Right mouse click on the bar and a square will appear in the center of the
bar.
2. Left mouse click inside the bar. The bar will appear selected.
3. Right mouse click inside the bar. A menu will appear. Select "Format
Data Point".
4. On the "Patterns" tab, under "Border" select "Custom" and select the
color and weight (of the line to be place around the bar).
5. Click "OK". A bold line should now be around the bar.

Fig. 6.1. Historical composite analysis probability based on El Nino/La Nina.
Statistical significance is indicated by heavy black border around the bar for the
above temperature category for La Nina.
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2.
Composite Analysis Forecast Graphic.
Note: In the template, this is already formatted! You must edit the chart title
and add the mean climate parameter value.
Creating a composite analysis forecast graphic manually:
a. Bar Graph (Fig 6.2).
i. Select cells P51 to R52 and click on the chart wizard.
iI. Select "Column" as the type of chart. Click "Next".
iii. On the "Data Range" tab, under "Series In" select "columns". Click
"Next".
iv. On the "Title" tab, type a label for the x and y axes and type a
descriptive chart title. On the "Data Table" tab, check "show data table".
Click "Next".
v. Select "Save as an object in". Click "Finish".
vi. Change/modify the chart as needed.
vii. Add the EC line to the chart (EC is equal chances = 33%) by drawing a
line and adding 'EC' in a text box (see Fig. 6.2).
viii. Add a text box below the chart and add the mean climate parameter
value for the 3-month period.
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Fig. 6.2 Composite analysis forecast for a 3-month period. Equal chance (EC;
33%) is indicated by the heavy black line.

b. Pie Chart Graphic (Fig. 6.3).
i. Select cell P51 to R52.
ii. Click on chart wizard and select "pie" as the chart type chart. Click "Next".
iii. On the "Data Range" tab, select "rows". Click "Next".
iv. On the "Title" tab, type a label for the x and y axes and type a descriptive
chart title. On the "Data Labels" tab, check "category name" and "percentage".
Click "Next".
v. Select "Save as an object in". Click "Finish".
vi. Change/modify the chart as needed.
vi. Add a text box below the pie chart and add the mean climate parameter value for
the 3-month period.
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Fig. 6.3. Composite analysis forecast for a 3-month period. Equal chance is 33%.
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Section 7: Hindcast and Forecast Verification
Last revised 6.10.2005

Hindcast Forecast
Hindcast Forecast is not included here, but will be part of the operational
procedure included in the algorithms being developed. The local office is
responsible for interpretation of the hindcast forecast.
Verification is usually done on past forecasts; however, since composite analysis
is a new forecasting tool, past forecasts are not currently available. Therefore,
verification will use hindcast forecasts of station composite analysis and archived
CPC Nino 3.4 forecasts. CPC El Niño/La Niña forecasts are available from 1982
to the present. The hindcast forecast will be compared to the observations, and
different measures of verification, like Ranked Probability Score, Ranked
Probability Skill Score, and the Heidke Skill Score will be produced.

Forecast Verification
Composite Analysis Forecast Verification is also not included here, but will be
part of the operational procedure included in the algorithms being developed.
The local office is responsible for interpreting the verification results.
Verification provides information about the quality, reliability, and confidence of
the product. This information can then serve as guidance for improving the
product and help customers with their decision-making. Verification on local
composite analysis forecast products will be centrally produced and provided to
field offices.
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Section 8: Resources

Last revised 6.10.2005

Web pages
CPC Niño 3.4 SST consolidated forecast
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/ENSO/sstcon34.txt
Seasonal ONI (1950-present)
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/ensostuff/ensoyears.shtml
Seasonal Climate Prediction for Regional Scales
http://www.ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/climate/
xmACIS – Applied Climate Information System
http://xmacis.rcc-acis.org
Climate Professional Development Series, Instructional Unit 4
http://www.nws.noaa.gov/om/csd/pds/pcu4/index.htm
Climate Operations Course
http://www.comet.ucar.edu/class/common/html/course_descrip.html#
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